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 by Debs (ò‿ó)♪   

Sushi Neko 

"Sushi, Steak & Seafood"

The Japanese fare at this trendy Nichols Hills spot is worth the visit. The

simplistic design in the restaurant and bar is not necessarily comfortable

when you have to sit on the floor, but definitely authentic. Select from a

great variety of Japanese sushi, sashimi and other classic dishes like

Teriyaki Chicken, Beef and Salmon, they all are served with a side of

Japanese potato salad. This place is also a great place for take-out.

 +1 405 528 8862  m.sushineko.com/  4318 North Western Avenue, Oklahoma

City OK

 by avlxyz   

Tokyo Japanese Restaurant 

"Savor the Sushi"

Since the 1980s, Tokyo Japanese Restaurant has been serving some of

Oklahoma City's freshest and favorite Japanese food and sushi. Try

traditional dishes like Agedashi Tofu, gyoza, udon and katsu. As for the

sushi and rolls, try traditional rolls like the California Roll or the Spicy Tuna

Roll along with more unique rolls like the Korean Dynamite Roll with

octopus, cucumber, green onion and kimchi sauce or the Sooners Roll

with shrimp tempura, cucumber, spelt roe and tuna, yellowtail and hot

mayo on the outside. For a closer look and a bit of a show, grab a seat at

the sushi bar and watch the chefs in action. Tokyo also offers a host of

meal deals and combination platters.

 +1 405 848 6733  tokyookc.com/  7516 North Western Avenue, Oklahoma

City OK

 by rick   

Saii Asian Bistro & Sushi Bar 

"Sushi Southern Style"

Saii Asian Bistro & Sushi Bar is one place you cannot miss going to. This

intimate place serves you some exotic Japanese cuisine that will keep you

revisiting for sure. The service here is warm and punctual; and they are

very reasonably priced as well. As the name suggests, savor on the sushi

here for a memorable sushi time. Some of the other dishes you may be

tempted to try here are the sweet shrimp, yellow tail, mackerel sashmi, eel

maki, lobster roll, spicy scallop and spider asparagus. Accompany your

meals with their traditional sakes. While here, do not miss the desserts

and lave cake. For reservations, call ahead.

 +1 405 702 7244  saiiasianbistrosushi.com/  saii@saiiasianbistro.com  6900 North May Avenue,

Oklahoma City OK
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